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Message from the Chair and Managing Director
Welcome to the MioCare Group’s first annual report which highlights
the achievements and challenges of 2016.
The year was on the whole, very successful and most importantly we were able
to deliver on our mission whilst ensuring that the organisation made excellent
progress towards becoming a sustainable business.
As a relatively new organisation, during the past year there have been many
firsts; we became the MioCare Group, we unveiled a new website and held our
inaugural Annual General Meeting (AGM). We also achieved a long held ambition
when the parent company became a Community Interest Company (CIC) which
saw the board make a commitment to reinvest the value the business creates into
the communities we serve.
We recognise that employees are our biggest asset and we started a journey
of improving levels of engagement leading to our first employee survey and
employee conference events. We also recognised achievements and celebrated
success by holding our maiden employee awards event.
2016 was also the year that all of our registered services were inspected by CQC
under the new regulatory framework. The team embraced the challenge which
led to some very good outcomes for our services. The learning from the process
was rich and most pleasingly all the CQC inspection reports commented on the
high level of quality services, delivered by our well led, dedicated teams.
The recognition kept coming with a formal commendation from the National
Autistic Society for service excellence as part of the Autism Accreditation process.
In February, we grew considerably, acquiring the care contract for four of
Oldham Council’s Extra Care schemes. This helped us deliver quality care to more
of Oldham’s residents and contributed to improved financial performance.
A £170k operating surplus was achieved for the year which was an excellent
outcome considering the £1m reduction in core funding from the previous year.
Looking forward, Greater Manchester Health and Social Care devolution and the
establishing of an Integrated Care Organisation for Oldham in 2017, represents a
fundamental turning point for the sector. They say “necessity is the mother of all
invention” and we need to play a key role in a an integrated care economy that
develops new models of care to deliver the great outcomes that the people of
Oldham and Greater Manchester deserve.
In the year ahead we will be relentless and innovative to create more value and
ensure that people who require care and support get the ‘most out of life’.
Karl Dean
				Cllr. Zahid Chauhan
Managing Director				
Chairman
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Governance and Legal

The MioCare Group has its origins in Oldham Council as the former in-house adult
social care provider services which transferred in October 2013, into a
Local Authority Trading Company, Oldham Care and Support. Since this time we have
created MioCare Services, a start-up sister company and formed a group by creating
a parent company MioCare Group CIC. This model allows the council to retain
ownership to deliver vital services whilst providing a platform for the organisation to
trade some services and secure growth on a more commercial footing.

The MioCare Group has a Board of Management responsible for
setting the strategy for the business and overseeing the delivery of performance.

Board Members 2016

Cllr Zahid Chauhan (Chairman)
Cllr Jenny Harrison
Cllr John McCann
Cllr Ginny Alexander
Mick Ord (Non-Executive Director)
Karl Dean (Managing Director)
During the year the board oversaw MioCare’s conversion
to a Community Interest Company which ensures that
the group’s assets can only be used for community benefit
in line with the objectives of the organisation.
In March the MioCare Group held its first AGM which was
a big milestone for us on our journey and those in attendance heard powerful stories
from service users.
The board recognises the importance of good governance and as the organisation
develops there is a need for the board to continuously improve.
To this end the board has put in place a comprehensive governance action
plan to make sure they continue to be effective. This has led to a new committee
structure being established and a commitment to recruiting another two
Non-Executive Directors in 2017.
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Brand Launch
New Year, new name, new brand

The group has seen some major changes since the transfer of services from the
Council. 2016 felt like the opportune time to create a new identity for the high
quality services we offer, launching our new brand MioCare – Made in Oldham in March.
This name reflects our heritage as a council owned company and looks forward
to our future as a Community Interest Company – working with partners to
develop and deliver services both for the population of Oldham and further
afield into Greater Manchester as we move beyond our traditional boundaries.
The launch of the name and brand at the AGM was accompanied by the
unveiling of our new website www.miocare.co.uk and our social media presence.
We continue to make improvements to our internal communications and for 2017
plan an intranet site that all employees can access remotely.

The MioCare 2020 Vision
In line with launching our new name we stated our mission was “supporting
people to get the most out of life” and adopted our Head, Hearts and Hands
practice philosophy.
During the year a project was undertaken to review the progress of the MioCare
Group and consider our future direction. The project assessed what services the
MioCare Group should provide in the future, how we structure the organisation,
what infrastructure is required and what the strategy should be going forward.
This led to the establishing of three strategic objectives which we want
to achieve by 2020; to be:
1) Cherished by service users and employees
2) A key provider in the integrated care system
3) A flourishing business
Our strategy was devised, taking into account our ambitions, values, behaviours and promises.

We use our knowledge and expertise to deliver
high quality outcomes

We are compassionate, caring and respect
people’s wishes

We safely deliver high quality care and
support, paying attention to detail in all
that we do
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The MioCare 2020 Vision
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MioCare in Numbers
Group trading surplus
£170k in 2016

2016

Group turnover

£14.7m

Since 2013

£3.4m

We serve circa 5000
customers at any one time

year on year
savings delivered

453
We employ

24

more FTEs

since 2013

staff

17services from
30 locations

Quality Counts
The MioCare Group is committed to delivering the highest quality of care,
continuously looking to improve and promote excellence in service delivery.
Quality is at the heart of everything we do and underpins our company
values, behaviours and practice philosophy.
In 2016 our registered services were inspected by the Care Quality
Commission as part of the new regulatory framework, which is designed
to ensure that services are safe, caring, effective, responsive and well led.
We were delighted to achieve an overall ’Good’ rating for six of our services,
with five achieving ‘Good’ in every area. This is a testament to the dedication
and hard work of our staff and their commitment to providing the highest quality
person centred care.
Our Learning Disability Supported Living service was also awarded Accredited
status from the National Autistic Society in August, receiving a commendation for
service excellence from the panel for the ‘the high quality of the overall provision
made for adults with autism’.
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Service Highlights
Redesigning Supported Living
During 2016 we reviewed how we best use our assets
and resources in our Supported Living portfolio to deliver
better outcomes. This led to the relocation of some
services, the divestment of some properties and the
exciting development of a new mental health outreach
service which will launch in 2017.

New Learning Disability Service on its Way
Oldham Care and Support was chosen as the council’s
preferred provider to deliver the service in a new
purpose built Extra Care scheme for people with learning
disabilities. The funding has been secured and if all goes
to plan work will start on site in spring 2017.
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Extra Care Growth
In February 2016, MioCare Services secured the
care contract for four of Oldham Council’s Extra
Care schemes. This was a new market for the group
and we have invested considerable time, effort and
resources in making the service a success.
Trinity House Extra Care scheme opened a
nostalgia Memory Room to provide service users
with dementia the opportunity to help trigger
old memories. The room which is 1950s themed
includes relevant features and memorabilia, and is
designed to help people relax and feel comfortable
in safe surroundings improving their quality of life.

New Offer from Reablement
The Community Reablement team has revised its
offer in order to provide a more effective service.
We now offer a more targeted and flexible service
which has helped to create capacity in order to
better serve the Urgent Care system.
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Range of Services
The MioCare Group delivers person centred care and support to approximately
5000 people with a variety of needs and aspirations. We enable people to live the life
they want to by accessing services how, when and where it suits them.

We provide a wide range of services for people who:
• are older and frail
• have a learning disability
• have a mental health support need
• have a physical or sensory disability
• have a long term health condition
MioCare Living offers a range of accommodation options with care and support
provided, including Supported Living, Shared Lives and Extra Care.
MioCare Independence focuses on services that come to the home including Home
Care and Community Reablement as well as Personal Assistants and Kinship Carers
who provide services where needed.
MioCare Safety is there to keep people safe and secure and giving them peace of
mind that there is help available when they need it. On behalf of Oldham Council
we deliver Helpline and Response, Assistive Technology, Community Equipment,
Equipment and Adaptations and the Blue Badge service.
MioCare Short Stay provides a number of respite, assessment and short stay options
including Medlock Court, Limecroft, Hunt Lane and Willow House.
MioCare Active delivers meaningful day care activities which are provided through
our Wellbeing sites, Work Experience Team and Laurel Bank Day Care centre.
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Financial Performance 2016
Performance for the year across the group showed a trading surplus of £170k.
This was particularly pleasing given the challenging efficiency target of £1m in
2016 which was achieved by service redesigns, effective management and securing
additional income. The financial performance in the different companies was varied
with MioCare Services continuing to be a challenge due to the viability of our Home
Care service which lost £77k in 2016.
Despite the financial challenges faced over several years, the group continues to be
an ethical employer. We have always provided staff with permanent contracts with
a minimum number of hours and during the year, we made a commitment to pay all
employees working for MioCare Services at least £8 per hour.
Looking ahead to 2017, the budget will prove even more challenging with the real
prospect of a trading deficit during the year. Positive performance on managing
costs and generating additional income will be required to achieve the agreed
budget and we will be looking to minimise any losses and use our reserves to
balance any deficit.
We are doing two things to address long term viability. Firstly we will be making sure
we get value for money from our infrastructure and support services and secondly,
we will be completing a group wide pay and reward review which will ensure that
all staff are offered a reward package that compares favourably with the sector
and other relevant sectors in the local economy. The outcome of the pay and reward
review will be effective from January 2018 and will enable the group to be viable
beyond the current challenging financial environment.

Trading Performance		

MioCare Group Total
Budget

Income and Expenditure

Actual

Variance

£000

£000

£000

Management Fee

12,348

12,486

138

Other Income

1,944

2,275

331

Total Income

14,292

14,761

469

Staffing

11,053

11,420

(367)

Overheads

3,239

3,171

68

Total Expenditure

14,292

14,591

(299)

PROFIT / (LOSS)

0

170

170

Income

Expenditure
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Partnerships
Our partnership working continues to go from strength to strength as we
forge stronger links with our colleagues in social care, health and voluntary
organisations. We are a member of the Urgent Care Alliance which has been
working successfully in Oldham for a number of years to increase the flow of
patients through the system. We have also been participating in a range of
activities to begin the process of integrating health and social care. We look
forward to developing our role in the emerging Integrated Care Organisation
‘Oldham Cares’ which for the first time will see a single body overseeing the
commissioning and delivery of all health and social care. This will ensure better
outcomes for residents and the most effective use of limited resources.
Our workforce continues to play a key role in supporting council colleagues
with emergency planning and we took part in the major civil resilience training
exercise ‘Operation Triton’ in July, which involved numerous agencies from across
Greater Manchester.
Staff were called upon to put this training into practice in December when a
major fire at Maple Mill in the Hathershaw district of the town saw emergency
evacuations taking place. Our staff were on hand to set up and run a rest centre
and offer support services to those affected at this critical time.
The team were shortlisted for the council’s Team of the Year at the TOP awards
for their work in acting as ‘Provider of Last Resort’, stepping in and managing
the care provision for a number of very vulnerable services users when their
care provider ceased trading. The tireless efforts of the team ensured that these
residents received a seamless high quality service until a new provider could be
found.
This was also another successful year for the partnership between Oldham Care
and Support, Pennine Care and First Choice Homes Oldham in terms of rehousing
customers with disabilities as an alternative to adapting properties. £975,000
of savings were realised by using FCHO’s accommodation portfolio to meet
the needs of customers. This amount is the equivalent to the annual Disabled
Facilities Grant spend which enables people to remain in their current property.
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People
Our employees are our greatest asset and we continue to invest in their wellbeing
and personal development as they continue to provide excellent care and support
to the communities we serve.
In March we celebrated the work all our employees do at our first Annual Employee
Awards. Over 50 employees were nominated with 15 people and three teams
shortlisted for the ceremony. We plan to make this event even bigger in 2017 to
allow us to celebrate our achievements more widely and to give our employees the
recognition they deserve.
During the year we undertook a full employee survey, seeking the views
of colleagues about what currently works well within the
group and where we can improve. The survey told us that
our employees feel they can make a difference in their
work every day but also highlighted that we need to make
some internal changes to improve communications and
opportunities for career progression. We are working hard
to address these areas and have undertaken a series of
staff engagement events and roadshows to have a better
conversation with our employees. We are committed to
extending this even further in the coming year and in 2017
of our
will be launching our Communications Framework.

84%

In September, we launched a new employment initiative,
‘We Do Care’, aimed at supporting two specific groups
of people into work, who may otherwise find it difficult
to get in to paid employment, namely young people and
people with a disability. We are particularly proud of this
scheme as it was the idea of one of our employees and we
are delighted to report that the scheme has been a great
success, with three new opportunities created to date.

employees
live in Oldham
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Our Stories
Supported Living – Delivering Better Outcomes
Peter is on the autistic spectrum and when anxious often screams very loudly.
When his mother, his full time carer passed away, he required an alternative care
arrangement. He first went to live on his own with a team of staff providing 24 hour
one to one support.
In June 2016, Peter moved into Mill View, a 10 apartment Extra Care setting after
it was assessed he would benefit from this environment. Here he would be less
isolated, be able to socialise but also have his own space and enjoy access to a safe
garden environment. Everyone involved knew there would be big changes for Peter
and that risks would have to be managed effectively.
Before Peter moved in, his room was fitted with assistive technology to alert staff
if he needed assistance. There were teething problems, and to start with Peter’s
behaviour changed. However, the team worked hard to get to know Peter, finding
out his likes and dislikes. Using his love of musicals, particularly the film Grease,
helped them to engage and settle him. His quality of life is much improved and he
is a lot calmer.
Peter is now happy with his own company. He knows he is safe and he has support
from staff if he needs it. He has gone from having one to one support, 24 hours a
day, to living more independently with minimal one to one support. Those who have
known Peter for many years have commented that he is the most settled he has
ever been.

Charles Morris House – Extra Care
Paul and his wife are residents at Charles Morris house, a small scale Extra Care
scheme. They moved in when his wife and family needed extra support with his
care. Paul is 80 years old, has dementia, difficulty with his speech and his mobility is
also an area of concern.
Initially the move made Paul agitated and he was upset. He lacked confidence
finding it difficult to get involved with the range of activities on offer at the
scheme. His carers worked with him to build his confidence, taking him for daily
walks around the building and grounds to help him to familiarise himself with his
surroundings. They did this over short regular periods and over time Paul’s
self-esteem grew and he told carers he felt safe.
The carers started to increase the amount of time Paul would spend in the
communal lounge, this led to him becoming more settled, reducing the amount of
times he was upset.
Paul now enjoys socialising with the other residents, even taking part in activities
independently which gives his wife a much needed break.
Paul uses the personal assistant service offered by MioCare, a scheme that allows
participants to take part in social activities in the wider community, giving carers
much needed respite. Paul’s family is delighted with the difference,
he is much happier and has a better quality of life.
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Medlock Court – Reabling Oldham
Struggling with mobility, Frances came to Medlock Court residential assessment
and reablement centre. She was unable to weight bear properly and was very
anxious. The team built up her confidence and she quickly moved through to a
reablement programme. Initially, following a care planning meeting it was thought
that Frances’ needs might best be met by residential care but as she really wanted
to go home, the team built her confidence and improved her mobility to a level
where she went home with a care package and family support. She has successfully
remained at home.
Janet came to Medlock following a hospital stay which included a period of time in
intensive care. She was very nervous which impacted on her physical progress. An
assessment showed that she would need equipment to enable her to return home.
Her home was fitted with a specialist bed, standing hoist and shower chair. Now at
home, with a personalised care package, her wellbeing improves by the day.
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Ena Hughes Resource Centre,
Ellesmere Street, Failsworth M35 9AD.
T: 0161 770 8777 email: info@miocare.co.uk
www.miocare.co.uk Twitter: @miocareCIC
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